RFP ADDENDUM #2
Appliances for
High End Residential Kitchen
Date of Addendum: July 18, 2018

NOTICE TO ALL POTENTIAL RESPONDENTS
The Request for Proposals (RFP) is modified as set forth in this Addendum. The original RFP Documents and any previously issued addenda remain in full force and effect, except as modified by this Addendum, which is hereby made part of the RFP. Respondent shall take this Addendum into consideration when preparing and submitting its Proposal.

RFP: QUESTIONS
ADDENDUM #2

1. The Frigidaire all refrigerator only comes in stainless steel, therefore everything would need to be in stainless steel. Stainless steel is acceptable for all appliances.

2. The two 30 inch ranges have no indication of a model number or brand preference. Provide range that meet other requirements. Can be of brand you support or options for multiple brands.

3. What are the requirements or model numbers of the two hoods that go above the ranges. Hoods are specified on Sheet P1.1 under keyed mechanical notes.

4. What are you looking for in a 220 volt microwave? Are you mounting the microwaves under cabinets that are not above the ranges. Microwaves are shown on millwork elevations. Vendors are welcome to provide both 110 & 220 options.

5. Do you have a model number in mind for the Whirlpool dishwasher. We do not however it should be accessible.

END OF ADDENDUM